See and stop threats before they
cause

harm,

with

SIEM

reinvented for a modern world.
Azure Sentinel is your birds-eye
view across the enterprise. Put the
cloud and large-scale intelligence
from decades of Microsoft security
experience to work. Make your
threat

Azure
Sentinel
Born In The Cloud can help you deploy
your first instance of Sentinel with all

detection

and

response

smarter and faster with artificial

intelligence (AI).

Invest in security, not infrastructure setup and maintenance with first cloud-native SIEM from a major cloud provider. Never again let a storage limit or a query limit prevent you from protecting your enterprise.

your requirements in mind.
Together, we can build a proper cloudnative SIEM experience, all on a major
cloud provider; Microsoft Azure.

COLLECT data at cloud scale—across all
users, devices, applications, and
infrastructure, both on-premises and in
multiple clouds.

VISIT US TODAY

www.borninthecloud.com
DETECT previously uncovered threats and
minimize false positives using analytics and
unparalleled threat intelligence from
Microsoft.

INVESTIGATE threats with AI and hunt
suspicious activities at scale, tapping into
decades of cybersecurity work at Microsoft.

RESPOND to incidents rapidly with built-in
orchestration and automation of common
tasks.

say hello to the new SIEM
Azure Sentinel is a cloud-native security information and event
manager (SIEM) platform that uses built-in AI to help analyze large
volumes of data across an enterprise—fast. Azure Sentinel
aggregates data from all sources, including users, applications,
servers, and devices running on-premises or in any cloud, letting you
reason over millions of records in a few seconds. It includes built-in
connectors for easy onboarding of popular security solutions.
A MATCH FOR ALL YOUR TOOLS
Connect to and collect data from all your sources including users, applications, servers, and devices
running on-premises or in any cloud. Integrate with existing tools, whether business applications, other
security products, or home-grown tools, and use your own machine-learning models. Optimize for your
needs by bringing your own insights, tailored detections, machine learning models, and threat
intelligence.

LIMITLESS CLOUD SPEED AND SCALE

FREE OFFICE 365 DATA IMPORT
Connect with data from your Microsoft
products in just a few clicks, import
Office 365 data for free, and analyze and
draw correlations to deepen your
intelligence.

Invest in security, not infrastructure
setup and maintenance with first
cloud-native SIEM from a major
cloud provider. Never again let a
storage limit or a query limit prevent
you from protecting your enterprise.
Start using Azure Sentinel
immediately, automatically scale to
meet your organizational needs, and
only pay for the resources you
need.

AI ON YOUR SIDE

Focus on finding real threats quickly.
Reduce noise from legitimate events
with built-in machine learning and
knowledge based on analyzing trillions
of signals daily. Accelerate proactive
threat hunting with pre-built queries
based on years of security experience.
View a prioritized list of alerts, get
correlated analysis of thousands of
security events within seconds, and
visualize the entire scope of every
attack. Simplify security operations and
speed up threat response with
integrated automation and
orchestration of common tasks and
workflows.

(703) 994-4762
(586) 248-4724

BORN IN THE CLOUD CAN HELP YOU START
USING AZURE SENTINEL, ALLOWING YOU TO
VIEW AND ANALYZE YOUR AGGREG ATED
DAT A, AND GET YOU ST ARTED HUNTING SO
YOU CAN PREEM PT ATTACKS

www.borninthecloud.com
info@borninthecloud.com

